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Abstract. We show that it is reasonable to extend fhe 
concept of database updates to encompass databases 
with incomplete information. Our approach embeds the 
incomplete database and the updates in the language of 
first-order logic, which we believe has strong advantages 
over relational tables and traditional data manipulation 
languages in the incomplete information situation. We 
present semantics for our update operators, and also 
provide an efficient algorithm to perform the operations. 

1. Introduction 

Much attention has been paid to the problem of an- 
swering queries in databases containing null values, or 
attribute values that are known to lie in a certain do- 
main but whose value is currently unknown (see e.g. 
[Imielinski 841, [Reiter 841). Progress on this front has 
encouraged research into the problem of updating such 
databases; as one group of researchers aptly points out 
[Abiteboul85], the problem of query answering presup 
poses the ability to enter incomplete information into 
the database, and, with any luck, to remove uncertain- 
ties when more information becomes available. 

Among recent work, thii paper has ties to that 
of Abiteboul and Grahne [Abiteboul 851, who investi- 
gate the problem of updates on several varieties (with 
varying representational power) of tables, or relations 
containing null values and auxiliary’ constraints other 
than integrity constraints. They propose a definition for 
simple updates as set operations on the set of possible 
complete-information databases represented by two ta- 
bles, and investigate the relationship between table type 
and ability to represent the result of an update correctly 
and completely. They do not consider updates with 
joins or disjunctions in selection clauses, comparisons 
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between attribute values, or selection clausds referenc- 
ing tuples other than the tuple being updated. Their 
conclusion was that only the most, powerful and com- 
plex version of tables was able to fully support, their 
update operators. 

The work presented in this paper is perhaps most, 
similar to that of Fagin et al [Fagin 83, Fagin 841, dif- 
fering chiefly in the definitions of the meaning of up 
dates and in the inclusion of a constructive algorithm 
for update computation. We base the semantics of up 
dates on the contents of the models of the theory being 
updated; Fagin et al lend more importance to the par- 
ticular formulas currently in the theory, producing a 
more syntactically oriented approach. The effect of an 
update in our paradigm is independent of the choice of 
formulas (other than schema and integrity constraints) 
used to represent that set of models. Another difference 
concerns our identification of two levels of formulas in 
a theory-axioms and non-axioms-and the provision 
of very different. algorithmic manipulations for the two 
types of formulas during an update. 

Reiter [84,84b] sets forth a proof-theoretic, first- 
order logic framework for the null value and disjunctive 
information problems. (Disjunctive information occurs 
when one knows that one or more of a set, of tuples 
holds true, without knowing which one.) Within thii 
framework one may easily represent, many, though not 
all, of the pieces of information typically encountered 
when dealing with missing information. Given a rela- 
tional database, Reiter constructs a relational theory 
whose model corresponds to the world represented by 
the database. For our purposes here, the advantages 
of Reiter’s framework are four-fold: it, allows us to for- 
malize our assumptions about the mechanics of a query 
and update processor; it, allows a clean formalization of 
incomplete information; it allows us to define the mean- 
ings of query and update, operators without recourse to 
intuition or common knowledge; and it frees us from im- 
plicit or explicit, consideration of implementation issues, 
by not forcing incomplete information into a tabular for- 
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mat. By framing the update question in thii paradigm, 
we will also gain insights into the more general problem 
of updating general logical theories. 

In the remainder of thii paper, we will set forth a 
simple update capability that covers many useful types 
of updates in what we call extended relational theo- 
ries. Extended relational theories, presented in Section 
2, are an extension to Reiter’e theories for disjunctive 
information in which predicate constants may appear in 
formulas in the theory for the database and in which for- 

\ mulas other than simple disjunctions may appear, thus 
allowing a broader class of models for the theories. In 
Section 3.1 we set forth a simple data manipulation lan- 
guage, LDML, for extended relational theories, and give 
model-theoretic definitions of the meaning of LDML up- 
dates in Section 3.2. Sections 3.3 and 3.5 present an al- 
gorithm, GUA, that implements these semantics. The 
algorithm is correct [Wilkins 861 in the sense that the 
alternative worlds produced by updates under this.al- 
gorithm are the same as those produced by updating 
each alternative world individually. The algorithm can 
be extended to cover the case where null values appear 
in the. theory as Skolem constants, in which case the 
theory may have an infinite set of models. In Section 
3.4 we present necessary and sufficient conditions for 
two LDML updates to be equivalent when applied to 
any extended relational theory. Finally, Section 3.6 dis- 
cusses the computational complexity of GUA. 

2. Extended Relational Theories 

We now give a formal presentation of our extension 
to Reiter’s theories, called extended relational theories. 
Unlike most formalisations of incomplete information, 
our extended relational theories will be sufficiently pow- 
erful to represent any set of relational databases all hav- 
ing the same schema and integrity constraints. The lan- 
guage L for the theories contains the following strings 
of symbols: 
1. An infinite set of variables (to be used in the axioms 
of the extended relational theory). 
2. A set of constants, possibly empty and possibly in- 
finite. These represent the elements in the domains of 
database attributes. 
3. A finite set of predicates of arity 1 or more, including 
‘=‘. These represent the attributes and relations of the 
database. 
4. Punctuation symbols ‘(‘, ‘)‘, and 0’. 
5. Logical connectives, quantifiers, and truth values: 

6. An infinite set of O-ary predicates (predicate con- 
stants). 

For a given theory T over thii language, 7 is 
an extended relational theory if 7’ has exactly the fol- 
lowing wffs: 

1. Unique Name Axioms: For each pair of constants 
cl, c2 in f?, 7” contains the unique name axiom -(cl = 
a). 
2. Equality Axioms: T contains the equality axioms 
for reflexivity, commutativity, and transitivity, and an 
axiom for substitution of equals for each predicate of 
arity 1 or more: 

Vx(z = x) 

VZVY((X = Y) * (Y = 4) 
VxVyVz(((x = Y) A (Y = 4) ---) (x = 4) 

VZl -vx,vyl~-vy,((P(xl,...,x,)h 

(XI= ~1) A * * * A (G, = yn)).+ ~(YI, . . . , yn)), 

for all predicates P of arity n. 

3. Completion Axioms: To implement a version of the 
closed-world assumption so that we may prove certain 
ground atomic formulas to be false, we must have ax- 
ioms stating that the only ground atomic formulas that 
may be true in a model are those explicitly given some- 
where in T . As our extended relational theories do not 
include any axioms to generate ground atomic formulas 
via inference, this means that any ground atomic for- 
mula not appearing in 7 should be false in all models 
of T . (A different formulation of these axioms can be 
used to allow for ground atomic formulas generated by 
inference rules.) More precisely, for each n-ary predi- 
cate P of T , either T contains an axiom of the form 

VXlVX2.. . VGPP(a, x2, * * ‘, h), 

or else for some nonempty set of constants c11, c12,. . . , 

GWW 7 contains exactly one axiom of the form 

V!clVX2.. .VX,(P(Zl, x2, - * ‘, 2n) + 

((x1 = ~11 A z2 = cl2 A.. . A 2, = cl,)V 

(21 = ~21 A 23 = 1~22 A . . . A x, = 4V 

. . . V 

(x1= c,~A~~=c,~A...Ax,=c,,~))) 

Further, (%I= ~$1 A 23 = ci2 A . . . Ax,,=c~,,,)isadis- 
junct of the axiom iff P(c:l, ci2, . . . , Gin) appears else- 
where in T . 

Note that the completion axioms of r may be 
derived mechanically from the rest of T . 

4. Non-Axiomatic Section: The non-axiomatic formulas 
of T may be any wffs of f? that do not contain variables. 
4 
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A discussion of extended relational theories with 
type axioms (an encoding of the database schema) and 
dependency axioms is postponed to Section 3.5, because 
the complications introduced by those axioms are or- 
thogonal to the other issues in updating extended rela- 
tional theories. 

In an implementation of extended relational the- 
ories, we would not actually store any of these axioms. 
Rather, the axioms formaliee our intuitions about the 
behavior of a query and update processor operating 
on the non-axiomatic part of the database. For exam- 
ple, PROLOG is a query processor that shares our unique 
name axioms, but has an entirely different closed-world 
assumption. 

Definition. An alternative world of a theory T 
is a set S of truth valuations for all the ground atomic 
formulas of T of arity 1 or more, such that S holds for 
some model of T . Intuitively, an alternative world is a 
snapshot of the tuples of a complete-information rela- 
tional database. The alternative worlds of an extended 
relational theory look like a set of ordinary relational 
databases all having the same schema and axioms. 

With the inclusion of predicate constants in t (as 
a convenience feature that makes updates easier to per- 
form) we depart from Reiter’s paradigm. Because predi- 
cate constants are ‘%visible” in alternative worlds, there 
may not be a one-to-one correspondence between the 
models of a relational theory and its alternative worlds, 
as two models may give the same truth valuation to 
all ground atomic formulas except some predicate con- 
stants, and still represent the same alternative world. 

‘8. A Logical Data Manipulation Language 
(LDML) FQr Simple Updates 

We now present ‘a data manipulation language based 
on first-order logic, called LDML (Logical Data Manip 
ulation Language). In this section we will consider the 
use of LDML for the simplest types of updates, which 
we call ground updates. The examples given will all be 
rather abstract; however, traditional data manipulation 
languages such as SQL and INGRES may be embedded 
in LDML. 

3.1. LDML Syntax 

Let l,? be a language containing all the elements of L 
except its predicate constants, variables, and the equal- 
ity predicate. Let 4 and w be wffs over ,C’ , and let t be 
a ground atomic formula over l?’ . Then LDML ground 
updates consist of the following four operations: 

INSERTw WRERR 4 

DELETEt WHERE #At 

MODIFY t TO BE w WHERE 4 A t 

ASSERT 4 

Examples. Suppose the database schema con- 
tains two relations, Orders(OrderNo, PartNo, Quan) and 
InStock(PartNo, Quan). Then the following are ground 
updates: 

MODIFY Ordere(700,32,9) TO BE Ordera(700,32,1) 
WHERE T A Ordera (700,32 ,Q) 

DELETE Ordere(700, 32, 9) 
WHERE T A Ordere(700,32,9) 

INSERT Ordere(800,32,1000) V Orders(800,32,100) 
WHERE T 

INSERT F WHERE 1 InStock(32,l) 

INSERT TInStock(32,l) WHERE T 

8.2. LDML Semantics For Ground Updates 

We define the semantics of an update operating on an 
extended relational theory 7 by its desired effect on 
the models of 7 . In particular, the alternative worlds 
(models minus predicate constants) of the updated re- 
lational theory must be the same as those obtained by 
applying the update separately to each original alterna- 
tive world. In database terms, this may be rephrased 
as follows: The database with incomplete information 
represents a (possibly infinite) set of alternative worlds, 
or complete.-information relational databases, each dif- 
ferent and each one possibly the real, unknown world. 
The correct answers to queries and updates are those 
obtained by storing a separate database for each alter- 
native world and running query processing in parallel 
on each separate database, pooling the query results in 
a final step. A necessary and sufficient guarantee of cor- 
rectness for any more efficient and practical method of 
query and update processing is that it produce the same 
results for queries and updates as the parallel cornput+ 
tion method. Equivalently, we require that the diagram 
below be commutative: both paths from upper-left- 
hand comer to lower-right-hand comer must produce 
the same result. 

has alternative world 
T +A 

I I 

I update 
I 

update 

1 has alternative world 1 
T’ ,A’ 
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The general criteria guiding our choice of seman- 
tics are, first, that the semantics agree with traditional 
semantics in the case where the update request is to 
insert or delete a single ground atomic formula, or to 
modify one ground atomic formula to be another. Sec- 
ond, an update is to represent the most exact and most 
recent state of knowledge obtainable about the ground 
atomic formulas that the update modifies, inserts, or 
deletes; and the update is to override aU previous in- 
formation about these ground atomic formulas. These 
criteria have a syntactic component: one should not 
necessarily expect two updates with logically equiva- 
lent w s to produce the same results. For example, the 
result of inserting the truth value T should be different 
from inserting g V 1 g ; one update reports no change in 
the information available about g , and the other update 
reports that the truth valuation of gis now unknown. 

We now present formal definitions of the seman- 
tics of ground updates. As the selection parameters 4 
and t for a ground update will evaluate to the same 
truth values in all models representing the same alter- 
native world (because 4 and t cannot contain predicate 
constants), without loss of generality we can define the 
semantics of INSERT, DELETE, MODIW, and ASSERT in 
terms of their effect on models of an extended relational 
theory, rather than in terms of their effect on alterna- 
tive worlds. Let B be a ground update, and let M be a 
model of the extended relational theory T . Define Mt 
to be the set of models produced by applying B to M 
as follows: 

ASSERT#: lf+ f ls is a e in M , then Mt is the empty set; 
otherwise, Mt contains exactly M . 

INSERT w WHERE 4: If 4 is false in M , Mt contains 
one model, M . Otherwise, Mt contains exactly every 
model M* such that 

(1) M* agrees with M on the truth values of all 
ground atomic formulas except possibly those in w ; and 

(2)~ istrueinM*. 

DELETEtWRERE ~At:If~r\tisfalseinM,thenM+ 
contains exactly M . Otherwise, let M’ be the model 
that agrees with M on all ground atomic formulas ex- 
cept t , which is false in M* ; Mt contains exactly M’ . 
MODIFYt TO BE w WBERE #At: If#Atisfalsein M, 
then Mt contains one model, M . Otherwise, let .4 be 
the model created from M by assigning the truth value 
F to t . Then Mt contains every model M’ such that 

(1) M’ has the same truth valuations for all 
ground atomic formulas as U does, except possibly 
thoseinw;and 

(2)~ istrueinM*. 

Example. If we insert a V b into M , where a and 
b are ground atomic formulas, then three models are cre- 
ated: one where a A b is tNe, one where a A -I b ia true, 
and one where 1 a A b is true-regardless of whether a or 
b were true or false in M originally. 

Note that DELETE is a special case of MODIFY and 
INSERT: DELETE t WHERE $ At is equivalent to MODIFY t 
TO BE 7 t WHERE 4 At , and also equivalent to INSERT 
1 t WHERE 4 At . Similarly, ASSERT is a special case of 
INSERT: ASSERT 4 is equivalent to INSERT F WHERE 7 4. 
RODIPY t TO BE w WBERE C$ A t is defined as first set- 
ting t to be false in M and then inserting w ; however, 
this is not equivalent to first deleting t with DELETE and 
then inserting some form of w with INSERT, because 
the selection clause of INSERT cannot in general pick 
out exactly those models where d A t was true before 
the deletion. (For example, consider two extended re- 
lational theories Tl and 72 with non-axiomatic sections 
TV t and t, respectively; and the update MODIFY t TO 
BE a WHERE TA t . Once t is deleted from 71 and 72, 
the extended relational theories have only one alter- 
native world between them, and are indistinguishable. 
But the correct insertion to finish the update for 71 is 
INSERT TV a WHERE T for 71 and INSERT a WHERE T 
for 72 .) 

The remarks at the beginning of this section on 
correctness of update algorithms may be summed up iu 
the following definition: 

Definition. The execution of a ground update 
B against an extended relational theory 7 to produce 
a new theory T’is correct and complete iff 7’ is an 
extended relational theory and the alternative worlds 
of 7’ are exactly those alternative worlds represented 
by the union of the models in the Mt sets. 

De&rition. A branching update occurs when 
some Mt contains more than one model. In such a case 
the models of 7 are said to branch, in that a model M 
before the update may map into more than one model 
and alternative world after the update. Intuitively, an 
update may cause branching when w contains the log- 
ical operation ‘V’, as with the ground update INSERT 
Ordere(100,32, 1) V Ordere(lOO, 32,7) WBERE T. 

Branching updates are used to introduce incom- 
plete information into the extended relational theory. 
ASSERT is the usual method for removing incomplete 
information when more exact knowledge is obtained. 

3.3. An Algorithm for LDML Ground Updates: 
GUA 

Recall that DELETE is a special case of INSERT and MOD- 
IFY, and that ASSERT is a special case of INSERT; it 
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suffices to give an algorithm for performing INSERT and 
MODIFY updates. First recall their syntax: 

INSERT u VBERE 4 

MODIFYt 10 BE w WHERE 4At 

We have semantics that describe the effect of 
an update on the models of a theory; the semantics 
gives no hints whatsoever on how to translate that ef- 
fect into changes in the extended relational theory. For 
INSERT w WHERE 4, we cannot do anything so simple 
as to add 0 -+ w to 7, because w probably contradicts 
the rest of T . For example, if T contains 1 u A 7 b , then 
INSERT a V b WHERE T should not be interpreted as a re- 
quest to add Td a V b to 7 ! Similarly, for MODIFY, we 
cannot bodily replace occurrences of t with something 
like (q3-+w)A(74+t); consider the effect of MODIFY 
a TO BE b Vc WHERE T on the non-axiomatic section 
a A 1 b A (-( c V d). Any algorithm for ground updates 
must be much more sophisticated than these attempts. 

Our ground update algorithm GUA may be sum- 
marised as follows: For each ground atomic formula f 
that appears in t or w , define 8 new predicate constant 
b 80 that p/ is true in exactly those alternative worlds 
and models where f should be true after the update, 
and add the definitions to 7’. (These predicate con- 
stants are not visible externally, i.e., they may not ap- 
pear in any query posed to the database.) Then switd 
all occurrences’ off and pi in i . 

Before a more formal presentation of the algo- 
rithm, let us examine its workings in a simple abstract 
example of a non-branching update. This example con- 
tains all the essential elements of the algorithm, and 
illustrates the principles underlying the algorithm. The 
reader should obtain a clear understanding of this exam- 
ple before examining algorithm GUA. A similar exam- 
ple for branching updates is given after the presentation 
of GUA. 

Suppose the database schema contains a single 
relation with at most tuples a and b (such as Orders 
(700,34,10) and Orders(701,35,10)), and that we 
have the following two models and alternative worlds: 

Model 1: a, b 

Model 2: a 

Ignoring the axioms for this database, the non-axiomatic 
section of the extended relational theory for thii data- 
base must be logically equivalent to 

u, a V b. 

Suppose a user presents the following update: 

MODIFY a TO BE ur WHERE b A a. 

To perform this update, we define new predicate con- 
stants p4 and p4f so that p. is true only in those modela 
of the theory where a should be true after the update, 
and that p,+ is true only where a’ should be true after 
the update. ln other words, the new models should be: 

Model 1: a, b, pat 

Model 2: a, p,, 

How do we define these new predicate constants? For 
each type of update, we use a different formula; the for- 
mula for MODIFY will be presented later in this section. 
For now we can intuitively say that pa should be true 
in an alternative world iff a is true there now and we 
are not going to make of&e in that world: 

per 4-t (a A kb). 

Similarly, pet should appear in any world where the 
selection clause of the update is true: 

po’ * (a A b). 

We add these two formulas to the non-axiomatic section 
of the database, resulting in the desired models: 

a, u v b, po * (a hub), pot +-+ (a A b). 

lu the final step of the update, we simultaneously re- 
place all occurrences of per by u, and vice versa; and we 
also switch p,,’ and a’. The new theory is 

PO, PO V b, a * (PO A-b), a’ * (pa A b), 

which (if we juggle the axioms appropriately) has the 
desired models: 

Model 1: po, b, a’ 

Model 2: p,,, a 

We now present the ground update algorithm for 
INSERT, DELETE, and MODIFY in full detail. This first 
version of the algorithm shows how to perform updates 
on an extended relational theory without type and de- 
pendency axioms; the procedures for use with extended 
relational theories having those axioms will be given 
later. 

Ground Update Algo+m (GUA) 
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Input. A ground INSERT or MODIFY update B in LDML 
and an extended relational theory 7 without type and 
dependency axioms. (Express the deletion DELETE t 
WHERE 4 At as the modification MODIFY t TO BE yt 
WHERE 4 At , and express the assertion ASSERT 4 as IN- 
SERT T WHERE -a 4 .) 
Output. T’ , an updated version of T . 
Procedure. A sequence of four steps: 
Step 1. Control branching. For each distinct ground 
atomic formula f of w , let there be two new predicate 
constants, which we will call R and bj. For a MOD- 
IFY update, if the ground atomic formula oft does not 
appear in u , then create one additional new predicate 
constant, which we will call pt. 
&ample. For INSERT aVb WHERE c, the new predicate 
COllStAIltS we Pa, pb, b,, and bb. 

Definition. Given an INSERT or MODIFY ground 
update B, w’ is formed from w of B by replacing each 
ground atomic formula f of w by its new predicate 
constant b . 

&amples. For INSERT a V b WHERE c, w’ is b, V bb. For 
INSERT (a v b) /\ (C v d), W’ iS (b, v bb) h (b, v bd). 

Add # 3 w’ (for INSERT) or (4 At )+ w’ (for MOD- 
IFY) to the non-axiomatic section of 7 , creating 7’. 
(The formula w’ governs the branching of models caused 
by W 
Step 2. Add to completion axioms. For any 
ground atomic formula f appearing in w , t , or d but 
not in T , add f to the completion axiom for its data- 
base predicate, and add 1 f to the non-axiomatic section 
of 7’. 

For example, if the update is INSERT Orders(700, 
32, 9) V Ordere(700, 32,8) WBERE T, and neither tuple 
previously appeared in the database, then both must 
be added to the completion axiom for Orders. 
Step 3. Define the update. For each new predi- 
cate constant p, , create a formula as follows to describe 
the desired effect of the update and add it to the non- 
axiomatic section of 7’ : 

0 For INSERT, the new formula is 

p, * (f-4 A f) v (4 A bl)). (1) 

l For MODIFY, if f appears in w (as does a in MOD- 
IFY b TO BE a V b) then the new formula is 

PI * ((l(dAt)Af)V(~AtAbj)). (2) 

lf f appears in t but not in w (as does a in 
MODIFY a TO BE b V c) then the new formula is 

ti * (+Af)- (3) 

Formulas (1) through (3) are an encoding in flrst- 
order logic of the semantics of INSERT, MODIFY, and 
DELETE, as presented in Section 3.2. Intuitively, pi is 
true in a model M iff f should be true in M after the 
update. 
Step 4. Update. For each new predicate constant pr , 
switch all occurrences of f and p/ in the non-axiomatic 
section of 7’ . Then the models of T’ represent exactly 
the alternative worlds that B is defined to produce from 
7. 0 

Examples. We present an abstract example of a 
branching update, again restricting our attention to the 
non-axiomatic section of an extended relational theory 
T . Suppose the database schema for T contains a 
single relation with at most tuples a and b, and that we 
have the following two alternative worlds: 

Model 1: a, b 
Model 2: a 

Ignoring the axioms for this database, the non-axiomatic 
section of the logic theory for the database must be log- 
ically equivalent to 

a, a V b. 

Suppose a user presents the following update: 

MODIFY a TO BE cVa WHERE bha. 

ln Step 1, we take w (i.e., c V a) and form w’ (i.e., bc V b,) 
with new predicate constants b, and b, . We add (4 At ) 
+ w’ (i.e., (b A a)-) (b, V b,)) to the non-axiomatic sec- 
tion of 7 , creating 7’ . 

ln Step 2, if a, b, or cdoes not appear in the 
completion axioms of T’ , we add it there now. ‘By the 
definition of an extended relational theory, a and b must 
already appear in those axioms; we simply add c to its 
completion axiom and add 7 c to the non-axiomatic sec- 
tion of T’ . 

ln Step 3, we use equation (2) to describe the 
desired effect of the update on aand c, by defining 
new predicate constants p,., and pc t&at are true in a 
model M of T’ iff a and c , respectively, should be true in 
M after the update. The non-axiomatic section of 7’ is 
now 
a, aVb 

[b A a) 4 (b, V b,) 

pa c-) ((7b A a) V (a A b A b,)) 

pc v ((-(a A a) A c) V (a A b A 6,)). 

The models of T’ are: 
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Model 1: a, pa 

Model 2: a, b, be, pc 
’ Model 3: a, b, b,,, p,, 

Model 4: a, b, be, b,, pc, po. 

We are now ready for Step 4. We simultaneously 
replace each occurrence of pa and pe by a and c, respec- 
tively; and replace each occurrence of a and c by p. and 
pc, respectively. The new theory is 

pa, ~a v 4 (b AP,) --+ (bc v ba), -PC 

a * ((lb A pa) v (pa A b A b)) 

c * ((1(b A a) A pc) V (pa A b A h)) 

which has the desired models, representing four alter- 
native worlds: 

Model 1: pa, a 
Model 2: p,,, b, b,, c 
Model 3: per, b, b,, a 
Model 4: po, b, b,, ba, c, a 

The non-axiomatic section of T’can be simpli- 
fied to the twowffs avband b+(cva). 

Theorem 1. Given an extended relational 
theory T and a legal ground update B, algorithm GUA 
correctly and completely performs B. In particular, 

(1) GUA produces a legal extended relational 
theory T’ ; 

(2) The alternative worlds of T’ are the same as 
the alternative worlds produced by directly updating 
the models of T . 0 

(Proofs of all theorems are presented elsewhere 
[Will&is 861.) 

3.4. Equivalence of Updates 

We now turn to the question of when two updates may 
be considered equivalent. This is important as it will 
allow us to measure exactly the role that syntax plays 
in the semantics we have given for updates. 

Definition. If Br and Ba are two updates over 
a language l, then Br and Bg are equivalent if for 
every extended relational theory 7 over L , Br applied 
to 7 produces the same set of alternative worlds as 
BP applied to T . 

First we show that it suffices to prove conditions 
on equivalence for INSERT updates, rather than consid- 
ering ASSERT,INSERT,DELETE, and MODIFYseparately. 

Theorem 2. If B is a ground deletion 
form DELETE t WHERE 4, then B is equivalent 
modification MODIFYt TO BE -it WHERE 4. 

-- 

of the 
to the 

If B is a ground assertion of the form ASSERT 4, 
then B is equivalent to the insertion INSERT F WHERE 
-4. 

lf Mi , Ma, B1, and & are ground modifications 
of the form 

MI = MODIFY t TO BE wr WHERE 4, 

Ma = MODIFY t TO BE wa WHERE 4, 

BI = INSERTwl WBERE #);A+, 

B2 = INSERTus WHERE @)+A+, 

then Mr and Ms are equivalent’ iff B1 and Bs are equiv- 
alent. 0 

We begin with simple sufficient criteria for equiv- 
alence: 

Theorem S. Let Br and’ b be two INSERT 
ground updates over a language $ : 

BI = INSERTq WBERE 4, . 

B2 = INSERTw2 WBERE 4. 

If wi and w2 are logically equivalent and the same 
ground atomic formulas appear in wi and wp , then Br is 
equivalent to Bs . 0 

To see that the criteria of Theorem 3 are auffi- 
cient but not necessary, consider the two equivalent up 
dates INSERT q WHERE p A q and INSERT p WHERE p A q . 
For necessary and sufficient criteria, we have Theorem 
4, which can be summed up intuitively as follows: Br and 
Bs are equivalent iff wr and ws are satisfied by the same 
sets of valuations, except that a ground atomic formula 
gmay appear in wi and not in w2 (or vice versa) as long 
as Bi (resp. B2 ) does not change the truth valuation of 

9. 
Theorem 4. Let Br and B2 be two INSERT 

ground updates over a language L : 

B1 = INSERTwl WHERE 4, 

Ba = INSERT w2 WHERE 4. 

Let Ibe the set of ground atomic formulas appearing in 
both wr and w2 . Within any model of wr , let vi be the 
set of truth valuations for the ground atomic formulas of 
lin that model. Let VI be the set of valuations 01 over 
all models of WI. Define vz and Vs analogously for w2. 

Then Br and BQ are equivalent iff 

(1) V, = V, ; and 

(2) if the ground atomic formula gappears in 
wibutnotinwzthen(wi+g)A(4+g)or(wl+yg) 
A (4 -t 7 g) is valid; and 
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(3) if g appears in wa but not in w1 then (wa + g) 
A(4-,g) or (w,--,-tg) h(d+-g) isvalid. 0 

Examples. A valuation v for a wff ais a set of 
truth assignments to all the ground atomic formulas of 
a. lfwrispandwaispVT,thenws issati&edbya 
valuation that assigns F to p, while w1 is not; the two 
formulas do not satisfy condition (1) for equivalence. 
Therefore INSERT p WHERE T is not equivalent to IN- 
SERT p V T WEERE T; they differ on producing models 
where p is false. For updates INSERT p WHERE p A q and 
INSERT q WHERE p A q, VI and V2 are both the empty 
set, and Theorem 4 correctly predicts equivalence. 

What. conditions govern equivalence when the 
two updates have different selection clauses? Intuitively, 
if B1 and BQ are two equivalent ground updates with se- 
lection clauses 41 and 42, then B1 must not make any 
changes in any model where 42 is false, and vice versa. 

Theorem 6. Let B1 and Bp be two INSERT 
ground updates over a language L : 

BI = INSERT w1 WHERE &, 

BP = INSERT wa WHERE #2. 
Then Br and Ba are equivalent iff 

(1) INSERT w1 WEERE 41 A 42 is equivalent to IN- 
SERT w2 VEERE 41 A 42 ; and 

id 
. 

,d(2) (41 A 142 )+ WI ad (952 A 7 41)+ ~2 arc! val- 

’ (3) if &A-d ais satisfiable, then there exists 
exactly -one valuation of w1 that makes w1 true; and if 
92 A 7 I& is satisfiable, then there exists exactly one val- 
uation of wa that makes wa true. 0 

Note that although syntax is important in up 
dates, it does not play a role in the non-axiomatic sec- 
tions of extended relational theories: if two extended 
relational theories have the same axioms, then they will 
have identical sets of alternative worlds after a series of 
updates iff the non-axiomatic sections of the two theo- 
ries are logically equivalent. 

3.5. Extended Relational Theories with Type 
and Dependency Axioms 

Until now, we have considered extended relational the- 
ories without type and dependency axioms, because the 
complications introduced by those axioms are orthoge 
nal to the other issues in updating extended relational 
theories. We now expand the definition of an extended 
relational theory as follows: Distinguish a particular 
set A of unary predicates of 7’ as the attributes of 7. 
Then add two requirements to items l-4 in the defini- 
tion of an extended relational theory in Section 2: 

5. lIfrpe Axioms: Th t ’ e ype axioms encode the schema 
of the database in logic. For each n-ary predicate P not 
in A, 7 contains exactly one axiom of the form 

VZlVX2 * * 4zn(P(xl, x2, * - *, xn) + 

(A&l) A Aa A. - -A A&n))), 

where AI, AZ, . - . , A,, are predicates in A. Further, each 
predicate in A must appear in one or more type ax- 
ioms, and the non-axiomatic section of T must always 
be such that removing the type and dependency axioms 
from 7 does not change the models of 7. The reasons 
for this restriction will become apparent when we con- 
sider the changes needed in algorithm GUA to handle 
type axioms. 
6. Dependency Axioms: T may optionally contain a set 
of sentences (wffs with no unbound variables) not con- 
taining predicate constants, designated as dependency 
axioms. However, the non-axiomatic section of 7 must 
always be such that removing the type and dependency 
axioms from T does not change the models of T , The 
reasons for this restriction will become apparent when 
we consider the. changes needed in algorithm GUA to 
handle dependency axioms. 0 

The semantics of updates must be augmented to 
enforce items 5 and 6. There are a number of reason- 
able enforcement policies that may be adopted. For de- 
pendency axioms in ordinary databases,, a dependency 
axiom violation is usually taken as a signal to repair 
the database, e.g., by adding additional tuples. In a 
database with incomplete information, such as an ex- 
tended relational theory, the dependency axioms also 
serve the function of automatically weeding out alter- 
native worlds that could not possibly be the actual 
world. What should be the policy of the extended re- 
lational theory update algorithms on this delicate in- 
terplay of functions? We choose to delegate this issue 
to a higher authority; such as a database administra- 
tor, and ourselves provide only a mechanism that uses 
type and dependency axioms to weed out impossible 
alternative worlds If desired, an additional layer may 
be incorporated between the user and algorithm GUA 
(or directly into GUA) to modify update requests in 
order to save models that would otherwise be inadver- 
tently removed. For example, if the user request is 
INSERT R(o, b, c) WHERE T, then the type and depen- 
dency layer might automatically convert this to INSERT 
R(a, b, c) A Al(a) A Aa A As(c) WHERE T, where the 
three additional predicates are the attributes of R. 

In any case, we modify the update semantics by 
adding one additional proviso to INSERT, DELETE, and 
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MODIFY: A model M’ produced by a ground update B 
from M must also satisfy the type and dependency ax- 
ioms of 7 ; otherwise, M’ is removed from Mt. 

In this discussion, the type, dependency, unique 
name, and equality axiom8 will be permanently fixed for 
each database schema. It is a simple matter to extend 
this to allow update8 to the axiom8 such a8 adding new 
dependencies, constants, or relations. 

For algorithm GUA to handle type and depen- 
dency axiom8 correctly, we need to change Step 2 slightly 
and add three additional steps at the end of the algo- 
rithm: 
Step 2’. Add to completion axioms. In addition to 
the function8 of Step 2, for every constant cl appearing 
a8 a value for attribute A in a ground atomic formula 
of w , if cl ia not listed in the completion axiom for A, 
then add cl to that completion axiom in 71, and add 
-A(Q) to the non-axiomatic section of 71. 

For example, if the update is INSERT Ordere(700, 
32,9) WHERE T, and there wa8 no order 700 prior to the 
update, then “700” muat be added to the completion 
axiom for the OrderNo attribute; and similarly for the 
quantity 9 and the part number 32. 
Step 5. Instantiate the type axioms. Although 
T’ now represents exactly the desired alternative worlda, 
7’ may not yet be an extended relational theory. Recall 
that the model8 of an extended relational theory must 
not change if the type and dependency axioms. are re- 
moved from the theory. To maintain this property af- 
ter an update, the type axiom8 must be ‘instantiated” 
with the new ground atomic formula8 in T’ if (7’ - 
Dep - Ty) pC: 7”. If we did not do this, then ‘illegal” 
alternative worlds could suddenly become legal again 
after an update, if the violation wa8 removed by the 
update. To meet this requirement with a minimum of 
effort, let P(cr, c8,. . ., c,) be a ground atomic formula 
appearing in T’ but not in T . Suppose that the type 
axiom for P in T is VzlVzg - + .Vz,(P(sr, 88,. . . , zn) * 
(A~(x~)A&(x~)A * . *A A,,(zn))). Then if it is the caSe 
that 

fomul!$ $.I.I~~z~z;,~~~~ in w ad Ai ia not a 

(2) Ai appei in w or t and w ft Ai( 
add the formula P(cl, ~2, -a -, c,) + (AI(Q) A AZ(Q) A 
. . . A A,,(c,,)) to the non-axiomatic section of T’ , if it 
is not already present. 
Step 0. Instantiate the dependency axioms. We 
conaider universally quantified dependencies of a tem- 
plate form, such a8 a functional or relation-inclusion 
dependency: 

VXl ' * *Vx,(a --) p), 

where a is a conjunction of atomic formula8 gr through 
g,,,, /3 is quantifier-free, and x1 through x, appear in a. 
Ln this ca8e it suffices to instantiate the axiom for those 
ground atomic formula8 that unify with gi of a. More 
formally, for every set of constants cl, . . . , c,., in l? such 
that the ground atomic formula 

appears in 7’ for ah i, add 

to the non-axiomatic section of T’ . . 

If we did not do this, then aillegal” alternative 
worlds could suddenly become legal again after an up 
date, if the violation was removed by the update. For 
example, suppose that Q and P are one-place rela- 
tions, and we have an inclusion dependency Vz(P(z) 4 
Q(z)). Then whenever a new tuple is added to P, such 
a8 P(a), the new formula P(a) ---) Q(a) should also be 
inserted unless it can be proved that Q(a) already ap- 
pear8 in all model8 where P(a) is to appear. Similarly, 
if Q(a) is deleted while P(ca) is still in the theory, then 
the new wff P(a) + Q(a) should be added to 7’. 

Step 7. Add to completion axioms. Modify the 
non-axiomatic section and completion axioms of T’ a8 
follows: For any ground atomic formula f added to T’ 
in Step8 5 or 6, add f to the completion axiom for its 
predicate, and add -f to the non-axiomatic section of 
T’ . Also, for every constant c appearing a8 a value for 
attribute A in a ground atomic formula of 7’ , if c is 
not listed in the completion axiom for A, then add c 
to that completion axiom in T’ , and add -IA(C) to the 
non-axiomatic section of T’ . 0 

Theorem 1, on the correctness and completeness 
of GUA, still hold8 when we incorporate type and da 
pendency axioms. For proofs, again the reader is re- 
ferred elsewhere [Wilkins 86). 

Let us now consider how type and dependency 
axiom8 interact with the results in section 3.4 on update 
equivalence. There is now a 8purious way in which two 
update8 Br and Bs over t may be equivalent, caused by 
a certain relationship between Z, Br , and B8 : Br and 
B8 may be equivalent solely because certain alternative 
worlds produced by Br , say, and not by B8, violate the 
type axioms (i.e., schema) of every possible extended re- 
lational theory over L . If this is the case, then augment- 
ing &by a single one-place predicate will make Br and 
Bs inequivalent. This is undesirable; if B1 and B8 are 
equivalent over 1, we would like them to be equivalent 
over all extension8 of & . 
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Example. If l contains one two-place predicate, 
PI, and two one-place predicates Al and AZ, then IN- 
SERT F WHERE T is spuriously equivalent to INSERT PI 
(cl, c&l lair\ YA&) WHERE T. 

To avoid these spurious equivalences, we will sim- 
ply augment the definition of equivalence so that two 
updates over f! are equivalent only if they are equiva- 
lent over L and all extensions of lZ . With this condition 
in hand, Theorems 2 through 5 on update equivalence 
still hold for extended relational theories with type and 
dependency axioms. 

3.6. Cost of Algorithm GUA 

Let g be the number of instances of ground atomic for- 
mulas in the ground update B; and let R be the size of 
the predicate with the greatest number of distinct oc- 
currences in the extended relational theory T . If no 
dependency axioms are present, an optimized form of 
GUA runs in time O(glog(R)) and increases the size 
of 7 by O(g) worst case. This is not to say that 
an O(glw(R)) ~1 im ementation of updates is the best 
choice; rather, it is advisable to devote extra time to 
heuristics for minimizing the length of the formulas to 
be added to 7. Nonetheless, a worst-case time esti- 
mate for GUA is informative, as it tells us how much 
time must be devoted to the algorithm proper. 

To obtain this estimate, all ground atomic for- 
mulas in the non-axiomatic section of 7 must appear 
in indices, with one index per predicate, so that lookup 
and insertion time is O(log(R)). Predicate constants, 
however, are referenced through a single separate in- 
dex. The renaming step (Step 4) is the bottleneck 
for GUA. To make renaming fast, we assume that the 
ground atomic formulas of the non-axiomatic section 
are stored only as pointers. Iu particular, we assume 
that all occurrences of a ground atomic formula or pred- 
icate constant in the non-axiomatic section of T are 
linked together in a list whose head is an index entry, 
so that renaming may be done rapidly. Additionally, 
the names of ground atomic formulas cannot be phys- 

I ically stored with the non-axiomatic wffs they appear 
in; however, the non-axiomatic wffs may contain point- 
ers into a separate name space where names of ground 
atomic formulas are kept. 

Finally, we assume that the schema is fixed, i.e., 
that the number of predicates is a constant. 

The cost of Step 6 (dependency checking) de- 
pends entirely on the type of dependency axioms. We 
derive costs for the simplest types of dependencies here, 
which can be given optimised enforcement algorithms. 

If the dependency axiom is a functional depen- 
dency, then the cost of Step 6 is O(gR) worst case (when 
every updated tuple seems to conflict with every other 
tuple in its relation) and O(glog(R)) best case (when no 
conflicts occur). If the dependency axiom is a relation- 
inclusion dependency, then the cost is also is O(gR) 
worst case (when the removal of a tuple seems to invali- 
date every tuple in some other relation) and O(glog(R)) 
best case (when no conflicts occur). The same cost func- 
tions hold for a multivalued dependency as well. 

4. Summary and Conclusion 

We have defined extended relational theories as exten- 
sions of Reiter’s theories for disjunctive. information. 
Formulas in the body of an extended relational the- 
ory may be any ground wffs, and may contain auxiliary 
predicate constants that are not part of the database 
schema, thereby increasing the representational power 
of Reiter’s theories. Within thii context, we set forth 
a simple data manipulation language, LDML, and give 
model-theoretic definitions of the meaning of LDML up 
dates. We concentrate on the concept of a ground up 
date, or an LDML update without variables; updates 
with variables can be reduced to the problem of per- 
forming a set of ground updates simultaneously. We 
present an algorithm for performing ground updates, 
and prove it correct in the sense that the alternative 
worlds produced by updates under this algorithm are 
the same as those produced by updating each alterna- 
tive world individually. For a particular extended re- 
lational theory T , this algorithm runs in time propor- 
tional to the product of the number of atomic formulas 
in the update request and the logarithm of the sise of 
the predicate with the largest number of distinct ground 
atomic formulas in T ; this is the same asymptotic cost 
as for ordinary complete-information database updates. 

We conclude that, first, one may extend the con- 
cept of a database update to databases with incomplete 
information in a natural way; second, that first-order 
logic is a fruitful paradigm for the investigation; and 
third, that one may construct an algorithm to perform 
these updates with a reasonable running time. 

An important topic that we have not found room 
to discuss .here is the simplification of extended rela- 
tional theories, as they grow steadily longer under the 
update algorithms presented. This is a vital concern, 
since it is the possibility of simplification that makes the 
LDML algorithms more attractive than simply keeping 
an indexed history of past updates and recomputing 
the state of the theory on each new query. A heuristic 
algorithm for simplification will be a vital part of any 
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implementation of these algorithms, and is at the core 
of the implementation coded by the author. 
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